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The AquaBLAST® Suction Tether  
uses a state-of-the-art suction cup from 
ClingTech Bionics. The suction cup attaches 
to many swimming pool surfaces underwater 
using the Clingfish Effect®. 

Modeled after the Northern Clingfish, a small 
fish capable of holding 300 times its body 
weight, the suction cup can attach to many 
types of rough and uneven surfaces 
underwater. 

We designed the AquaBLAST® Suction 
Tether system for use with the AquaBLAST® 
20L pool fitness and punching bag. The 
suction tether system creates a portable 
underwater base for AquaBLAST®, making it 
ideal for kickboxing, individual training, group 
fitness, rehabilitation, and recreation. 

Not all swimming pool types are compatible 
with the suction cup. Please review this 
documentation thoroughly prior to use to 
determine the suitability of this product 
with the pool you intend to use.  

Types of Pool Surfaces Supported 
Most commercial swimming pools use a 
plaster finish. Generally, vinyl, plaster, 
fiberglass, and concrete pools work well. The 
suction cup must create a complete seal 
around the area of attachment.  

Tile pools are not supported due to the 
grout lines. In addition, some newer 
aggregate finishes, such as DiamondBrite, 
may be porous and prevent the suction 
cup from adhering. Always clean the pool 
floor prior to use to prevent sand and debris 
from getting under the suction cup.  

Please email info@aquablastfit.com prior 
to purchase if you have questions about 
your pool surface. 

Setting up the Tethering System 
First, set up the AquaBLAST® punching bag 
in the swimming pool.  

Next, connect one end of the bungee cord 
(Nite Ize KnotBone™ Adjustable Bungee™ 
#5) to the Clingfish Effect® suction cup. 

Connect the other end of the bungee to the  
AquaBLAST punching bag  

While standing in water approximately 3 ½ - 5 
feet in depth, press the Clingfish Effect® 
suction cup to the pool floor with your foot, 
making sure to press the suction cup down 
evenly from the top and to press out the water 
trapped under the suction cup.  

The edge of the suction cup should not 
fold under the suction cup. 

  

Correct Incorrect 

Disconnecting the suction cup 
To release the Clingfish Effect™ suction cup, 
pull up on the small bobber with your toes or 
foot to break the seal.  

 

Do not attempt to pull or force the suction 
cup loose using the bungee cord. 

 

Connect Bungee to 
small loop on 

AquaBLAST bag 
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BLAST AWAY! 
 

Care  
Avoid touching the soft suction cup material 
as skin oils and debris may adhere to the 
surface and reduce the suction cup 
effectiveness. Rinse and periodically clean 
with a drop of dishwashing detergent. The 
Clingfish Effect® suction cup should not be 
left underwater for extended periods of 
time.   

Swimming pool water should be maintained 
at generally accepted standards for public 
swimming pools. Unbalanced pool water 
may reduce the lifespan of the product. The 
suction cup is designed for the 
application described. NO LIABILITY IS 
TAKEN FOR THE USE IN OTHER 
APPLICATIONS. 

Warranty and Returns 
The AquaBLAST® Suction Tether, 
powered by ClingTech Bionics comes with 
a 30-day return policy and a 90-day 
warranty when used as directed by the 
manufacturer. 

Notices  
AquaBLAST® is a registered trademark of 
RomaQuatics LLC. 

Clingfish Effect® is a registered trademark 
of ClingTech Bionics. ClingFish Effect® 
suction cups (US Pat. No 11,286,974). 
Made in Germany by ClingTech Bionics.  

“The included KnotBone™ Adjustable 
Bungee™ #5 is designed and engineered 
by Nite Ize, Inc. in Boulder, CO USA. 
MANUFACTURED IN CHINA. Patent and 
Trademark Information at Niteize.com/IP.  
The distinctive shapes, styles, 
configuration and overall appearance of all 
Nite Ize products are trademarks of Nite 
Ize, Inc.” 

 


